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INTRODUCTION
CHARLES I ' S second issue of copper turners, twopence Scots equal to onesixth of a penny English, deserves study for several reasons in addition to
its own complexity. It was the first issue of coins in Scotland to have been
milled not hammered, and marks the reintroduction of the process into a
British official mint after an interval of seventy years. It was Nicolas Briot's
first issue of coins in Britain and the beginning of his association with the
Scottish mint. Lastly, that remarkable late-Renaissance figure, Sir William
Alexander of Menstrie, first Earl of Stirling, had the profits assigned to him;
and this, together with the excessive quantity of the coins, contributed in some
degree to the unpopularity of Charles's government in Scotland that culminated in the Bishops' Wars, the prelude to the Civil War.
Burns in his Coinage of Scotland (1887) gave a rather brief account of the
issue and distinguished no more than two dozen varieties of the turners; of
those half are contemporary forgeries. As Briot's silver coins were discussed
before the copper, mint history was slightly obscured. So a fuller summary
of the numerous documents scattered through Cochran-Patrick's Records of
the Coinage of Scotland (1876)1 is a necessary preliminary to an examination
of the coins themselves. Additional documents, not known to Burns, are to
be found in C. Rogers's The Earl of Stirling's Register of Royal Letters 16151635 (1885).2

HISTORY

1631
Charles I had already issued 500 stone weight of turners and half-turners
in 1629-30. There were then sixteen 2d. pieces per oz. Scots as in his father's
last issue, giving about one-seventh of the nominal purchasing power per oz.
enjoyed by the English farthings, and to that extent more an intrinsic than a
1
Cited as C-P. The relevant volumes of the Register of the Privy Council of Scotland were
officially published later (1904-5) with an introduction by P. Hume Brown, whose comments on
the copper coinage are apt to be wide of the mark. Cited as R.P.C.S.
2
Grampian Club. Cited as Letters. Rogers also published Memorials of the Earl of Stirling
(1877); he gave quite inaccurate accounts of the coinage, but quoted interesting contemporary
comments (some repeated below). Poet and politician, at first Gentleman of the Privy Chamber
Extraordinary to Prince Henry, later a member of Prince Charles's household, Alexander became
in 1626 Principal Secretary of Scotland, in London. He died in February 1640, insolvent says the
D.N.B.
The relevant chapter in T. H. McGrail's biography, Sir William Alexander, First Earl of Stirling
(1940), pp. 146-52, is not well-informed numismatically, but deals chiefly with the personal and political aspects of the issue. An early attempt to study the Copper Coinage of the Earl of Stirling was
made by E. F. Slafter, in the American Journal of Numismatics, viii (Apr. 1874), no. 4, 73-80.
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token currency. However, in June 1631 the king ordered the minting of Scottish farthing tokens to be of the same weight a n d ' quantities' (later 'price') as
the English, i.e. seventy-two 3d. pieces Scots per oz. He instructed the Privy
Council in Edinburgh to give 'order by proclamatioun as is vsuall in lyke
caises, for receaving of thame, and for calling in of the copper money callit
Tumours. They alwayes who bring thame receaving from the maister of oure
mynt the value of suche quantitie as they delyver payed backe in the said new
coyne'. 1
On 30 June the king entrusted the execution of the issue to Briot whom he
addressed as Chief Graver of his mint in England. 2 ' All kinds of instruments,
presses, engynes, yrones, stampes, coynes, with all others provisions necessarie
for the fabrication of the saids farthings' were to be made in London or elsewhere in England, and transported to Edinburgh, and Briot was to go and
set them up. 3 A royal letter to the Treasurer early in July shows, however,
that Charles was hesitant: ' considering . . . that some suche kynde of coyne
wer the more necessarie at this t y m e . . . yitt becaus we desire to proceed heerin as circumspectlie as can be . . . Our pleasur is, that having conferred with
thame who have the charge of our mynt as lykewayes with the propounders
of this course that yow make the fayrest and best bargane yow can for our advantage . . . '. 4 An accompanying note speaks of 'the farthing tokens, or of
any such Copper coyne as yow shall think fitt to be coyned be vertew of our
warrant'. 5
The ' propounders' are nowhere named, but there can be little doubt that
the initiative came from Sir William Alexander. His attempts to found a
colony of Nova Scotia had been expensive and the contribution of the new
Baronets insufficient. The position of the few Scottish settlers had been the
subject of French protest for some time and the payment of the balance of
Henrietta Maria's dowry was being made to turn on their withdrawal. When
Alexander was considering how he could get compensation there was the
English precedent of 'Haringtons' and 'Richmonds'. 6 At any rate on the
same day, 10 July 1631, as Charles ordered the surrender of Port Royal to
the French, he instructed the Treasurer to pay to Alexander all the king's
profits from the intended copper coinage.7 The appointment, again the same
day, as an Extraordinary Lord of the College of Justice may also have provided Alexander with some financial advantage.
A silver pattern, of the new design specified by the king in July and repeated
in more detail in August in an Act of the Privy Council at Edinburgh, 8 was
illustrated by Cochran-Patrick from a specimen in the British Museum; 9 a
1

C-P ii. 27-28, 4 July; Letters, ii. 538, draft ?, 14 June.
After 5 i years in England Briot had really not quite achieved this; Helen Farquhar's account
of his career is in B.N.J, v, 1908,171-207 and Num. Chron. 1914, pp. 169-235: see also H. Schneider,
B.N.J, xxviii, 1956, 339 ff., and H. G. Stride in Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin, Mar. and Apr.
1957.
3
4
6
Letters, ii. 541.
C-P ii. 28, 4 July.
Letters, ii. 543.
6
B.N.J, iii, 1906, 181 fif.; ibid. 1952-4, pp. 313 ff. There seems to have been an entrepreneur
anxious already in 1613 (when the English tokens began) to strike an enormous quantity of copper
tokens for Scotland, but the Council rejected the idea: C-P i. clxvii and 229.
7
Letters, ii. 543 and i. xii; see also below p. 131.
8
C-P ii. 26, 26 Aug. They were to be legal tender only up to 6d. per pound.
0
Ibid., pl. xii; Burns, ii. 485.
b 8038
K
2
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better specimen from the same dies, accidentally omitted from Richardson's
Catalogue of Scottish Coins in the National. Museum of Antiquities (1901), is
shown in PL IX, 0* (see also Table I). The obverse has two Cs linked back
to back like one of Briot's English half-groat patterns of perhaps 1628-30.
It seems evident that he originated the design.
The Council indeed simply followed London and was an official rubberstamp in the whole affair. The Act just mentioned gave the purpose of the
tokens as 'for the releefe of the poore and for the better intercourse and
exchange of small soumes... and that there be ane correspondence with England in the copper coyne as is alreadie in gold and siluer'. The first purpose,
however, could have been achieved by increasing the existing issue of turners,
and the second was only a matter of administrative tidiness, since coppers
would not be used in trade between England and Scotland.
A document, printed by Cochran-Patrick and dated 3 September 1631,
professes to calculate the profit to be gained by recoining as farthing tokens
the 1,000 stone of turners then in circulation. 1 The existing second issue (1629)
of 3-thistle turners was passing for 2s. 8d per oz., but the farthings are shown
as 12s. per oz. instead of 18s. Even so the sum was nearly £10,000 sterling.
Copper and workmanship were, for 3,000 stone, estimated at equivalent to
£5,000 sterling. It was officially envisaged that 1,500 stone would be minted
by January 1633.2
But the king's hesitation was justified. There was opposition by the Burghs
to the proposed complete debasement of the Scottish copper coinage.3 The
first hint of the abandonment of the idea was the banning by the Privy Council in November of English farthing tokens from circulation in Scotland.4
This might have been to prevent a rival source of supply, but it was specifically
explained that they were having 'ane vncontrolled course at the appetite of
the receaver and delyverer, at farre higher pryces [sc. per oz.] nor his majesteis
owne coyne'—were of the standard, in fact, to which it had been intended to
bring the Scottish coins. It was said that people did not understand their true
worth.
Then on 13 December Charles wrote a letter to the Council containing
a compromise solution.5 It ordered that, instead of seventy-two 3d. pieces,
thirty-six 2d. pieces were to be minted per oz., and explained the change as
due to the popular wish to retain, for convenience of exchange and reckoning,
the existing division of the penny sterling and because '(for avoyding the
danger of counterfitting, and for the more exactness of the impression) it is
thoght fitt to mak the copper money of a greater proportion of weght'. While
the fundamental objection to inflation is omitted, the third stated reason may
reflect some protest by Briot's pride of craft. The letter specified that the
1,500 stone of copper previously authorized should by January 1635 'be
coyned in several spaces of penny, tuo penny, and four penny pieces, and that
a fyftene part therof be coyned into penneyis weying eight granes the piece . . .
and the remanent quantitie be equall division into tuo and four penny pieces of
proportionable weght to the penny'. The figure or number of value was to
appear under an imperial crown.
1
4

C-Pii.77.
Ibid., p. 29.

2

Ibid., p. 27.

3

Ibid., pp. 78 and 116.
6
Letters, ii. 564-5.
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1632-3
Fourpenny pieces Scots were a novel idea (pennies had already accompanied
previous issues of turners), but it was one of very short duration. Indeed this
letter proposing them seems not to have been dispatched, for Lord Stirling's
letter book contains an undated trace of a second version,1 which appears in
full dated 30 December in the Privy Council's records, as the authority for
their Act of 10 January 1632.2 The significant change was the omission of the
words now italicized. It may also be noticed that neither version, nor the Act,
provides any more for calling in earlier turners. The revised design for the
turner is specified in the Act: on the obverse S C O T . A N G . instead of
M A G . B R I T . , and C . R . at the sides of the crown with beneath it • I • I to show the
value. The penny was to bear * I • but Burns noted that it did not seem to have
been coined and no specimen is known. A warrant of the Privy Council in
March 1634 referred, however, to the 'pennie and twa pennie peeces formerly
wrought be vertew' of this Act. 3 An unpublished manuscript, described on
p. 133, shows that some were indeed minted, but only 12 lb. 4 oz. (14,112
pieces) out of the 1,500 stone.
In an administrative instruction accompanying the Act the mint officials
were commanded ' in all humilitie [to] acknowledge his Maiesties pleasour'
and let Briot set up his instruments ' speciallie within that pairt off the said
coyne house quhilk is newlie buildit for that effect'. 4 The appointment of a
stranger as overseer had led already in August to a protest by the Edinburgh
mint officials.5 On 8 December the king had sent an instruction, perhaps
straight to the Master of the Mint, to permit Briot (whom he had ' directed'
to Scotland) to set up his engines in the mint and to give him or his deputies
all concurrence and assistance.6 The officials were now authorized to supervise the minting, keep the ' stamping yrounes', see to the issue of the daily
output, and pay over the profits, after deducting their own fees and those due
to Briot. The 1,500 stone of copper was to be minted before 17 January 1635,
and he was to get 5s. 6d. sterling, for copper and workmanship, for every
pound weight of pennies and 3s. 6d. for every pound weight of twopennies.
In addition there were the initial expenses to be met. These are dealt with
in the official grant, or patent, of the profits in favour of the Viscount of
Stirling, as Alexander had by then become, drawn up under the Great Seal
on 20 February 1632? in confirmation of the 'semi-official' grant of the previous July.8 The grant was to run for nine years, or longer if necessary, and
was stated to be in payment of £10,000 sterling compensation for losses sustained when Port Royal in his colony of Nova Scotia was surrendered to the
French. 9 Expenses to be paid by Lord Stirling were to include the cost of the
1

2
3
Letters, ii. 565.
C-P ii. 30-31.
Ibid., p. 37.
Ibid., pp. 75-76. This is dated 1631 by Cochran-Patrick and placed before the document of
5
6
3 Sept., but is evidently later than the letter of 30 Dec.
Ibid., p. 28.
Letters, ii. 563.
8
' Register of the Great Seal of Scotland (1894), p. 657.
Above p. 129.
9
Ibid., p. 655. Not knowing these documents, Cochran-Patrick seems to have assumed that the
royal grant only covered the turners authorized in 1634: C-P i. clxxvii. A modification of the grant
was made in June 1632, when the king, with Lord Stirling's consent, made a grant of one-quarter
of the 'frie benefite of these Copper moneyis' to Sir Robert Gordon until he had been paid £2,000
sterling. Although the next day the king ordered immediate payment of the sum, in terms, however,
already used on 7 June (Letters, ii. 602-3 and 595), and though no reference appears in the documents of 1634-5, the coin royalties were in fact shared at least in 1633 (below p. 133).
4
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additional mint workshop, and the travel to Scotland of Briot et ejus servorum
and their subsistence in erectionem dicti open's. The servi were presumably
part of Briot's London staff, workmen able to set up and trained in the use
of the machinery by which the coins were to be 'printed'. They presumably
included someone able to duplicate the numerous dies necessary.
The king had added to his letter of 30 December that there should be no
further delay as he wanted a speedy return of Briot, who must have been
waiting in Edinburgh part of the autumn for the controversies to be settled.
The royal wishes seem to have been met in January, and it can be assumed
that once minting in Edinburgh was started on 15 February (see below p. 133)
and going satisfactorily Briot himself returned to London, leaving his workshop to carry on in semi-independence of the Scottish mint. 1 His first English
coins were then later in the year issued from the Tower mint, under a similar
arrangement of independence.2
On 3 October 1632 Charles wrote to the Privy Council that he had now sent
Briot to Scotland, and directed them to consider Briot's advice [on changes in
the silver currency] to rectify' the abuses of forayne coyne current in that our
kingdome'. 3 A week after Briot had presented to the Council on 4 December
a long memorandum on the subject4—which roused strong opposition from
the Burghs and from the General and the Master of the mint 5 —the permanent
mint officials seized 30 stone of his copper coins ' as being abone and beneath
the remeids of weight allowed' 6 [about \ gr.].7 Though this was no doubt true,
as we shall see, it is hard not to think that the motive was political. The
Master suggested in evidence on the wider matters that to 'cutt the [silver]
money be cutters and try them be the work wecht' would cause discrepancies
such as pieces that should weigh 16 gr. [turners] being sometimes 24 gr. and
sometimes 10, with the result that the heavy pieces would be exported.8 The
General tried to prejudice discussion by saying more briefly that Briot had
'schamefullie failyieit in the copper money'. 9 When, however, the coins were
finally restored to Briot on or after 31 May 1633, any blame was imputed to
the workmen and not to him.10 It would be more true to say that the fault lay
1
He was probably still in Edinburgh on 23 Feb., when Samsoun de Grange, goldsmith at
London, was bound over with bail not to molest Nicholas Briot in Scotland or England: R.P.C.S.
1630-2(1904), p. 433.
2
H. G. Stride, op. cit., p. 141, notes that, for the year to 30 Nov., Briot only produced 247 lb.
of milled coin compared with the Tower's hammered output of over 31,000 lb. But Briot was not in
London for much more than half the year, and may have spent part of that time in getting machinery
together; for preparatory work after 13 June 1631 (ibid., p. 140) will have soon been interrupted by
the preparations for the turners and the subsequent departure to Scotland of Briot and his servants.
3
C-P ii. 82, with a memo, by Briot dated June and Oct., ibid., pp. 80-81. A much earlier disquisition 'in consequence of certane propositions made to his Maiestie for the weakening and abating
of his Coynes alsweill of Gold as of Siluer', presented to the king and the Lords of his Council by
Briot in Aug. 1626, is evidently an English document, though recorded in Scotland (C-P ii. 71-73):
Brooke refers to these proposals and their rejection by the king (English Coins, p. 202), but Briot's
role as an economic adviser seems to have escaped study, so far, apart from consideration of his
advice in 1642. (H. Farquhar. Num. Chron. 1914, pp. 178-82 and H. Schneider B.N.J. 1956, p. 334.
Such manuscripts as are undated may well be earlier than Miss Farquhar supposed, or even than the
Record Office's guess, 1628.) 4 C-P ii. 32-34. 6 Ibid., pp. 82-100. 6 Ibid., pp. 34-35 and 83.
7
s
9
Ibid., p. 75, and Burns, ii. 488.
C-P ii. 89.
Ibid., p. 83.
10
Ibid., pp. 36-37: there was an inquiry late in February; and a letter from the king dated 5
Apr., when Briot was temporarily back in London, as appears from the king's instruction to him on
the 6th (Letters, ii. 261) to make medals for the Scottish coronation and to prepare for this tools
and presses 'to be in tyme by yow transported' to Edinburgh.
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in the rolling of the copper strips, whose thickness was ill regulated: but
machine rolling of blanks was normal in Scotland long before Briot's arrival. 1
The coins returned were to be 'mingled and reduced to the merk weight'
(proper weight).
Though the Privy Council's authorization to strike 100 coronation medals
in gold and 2,000 in silver was as late as 31 May,2 Briot will have acted on the
royal instruction given early in April.3 Yet even so he will have had little time
to devote to the copper money, particularly as in May he had an additional
instruction from Charles to strike a ' certane number' of gold Angels ' for
those whome we ar to toutch who have the King's evill, with the lyk Impression and fyness as they ar which we vse for that purpois in our kingdome of
England'. 4 He was to prepare irons and engines for this. These Scottish
Angels, distinguishable from the English ones only in being engraved by Briot
and milled, are probably represented by the unique unpierced 'pattern',
Brooke's pl. xlv. 6. This is marked B on the reverse, but has no other privy
mark, which Dr. Kent considers confirmation of its Scottish origin.
After the coronation on 18 June Briot returned south, to judge by his medal
celebrating the king's return to London. 5
Even though the issue of turners was continued while some were impounded,
there were, it seems, doubts in the minds of Lord Stirling's creditors how much
the king really intended to pay him. [The Treasurer ?] was instructed by Charles
on 18 October to ascertain what had been paid to the Earl, as he had become,
and what he was likely to get, and to suggest or take steps to satisfy the
creditors.6
Details of the payments made to Lord Stirling, to Briot, and to the mint
officials are recorded in an unpublished account.7 It shows that the 1,500 stone
of copper was all minted more than fourteen months ahead of the time limit.
For convenience the Scots figures may be translated here into sterling: value
of the whole 1,500 stone £9,600; paid to Briot £4,201. 4s. 6d.; paid for the
new building £289. 17j. 8|id.; paid for tools and instruments £100; paid to
the officers of the mint at £6. 5^. monthly 'during the heall tyme the said wark
wes in working' from 15 February 1632 to 1 November 1633, 21 months
£131. 5s.; paid to Sir Robert Gordon's assignee £1,219. lis. 10id.; unpaid
but claimed by the Master of the Mint £300; paid, in copper coin as it was
coined, to Mr. James Gordon in the name of the Earl of Stirling £3,358.0s. 1 Id.;
total £9,600. In addition costs of issuing, distributing proclamations, interest
on copper while not paid for, amounted to £256. 13s. 4d.
1
13 May 1597: ' c o p p e r . . . be the said miln maid reddy to the prenting . . . with pyle and cursell
(? tursell)', C-P i. 129.
2
R.P.C.S. 1632-5, p. 108. The value of the pieces was to be respectively 20.S. and 12d. sterling.
3
Supra p. 132, note 10.
4
Letters, ii. 668; 10 May, strangely given as from Holyroodhouse. Not known to Miss Farquhar
{B.N.J. 1915, pp. 113-14) when considering Sir James Balfour's record that the 100 coins used in a
Touching ceremony at Holyrood on 24 June were coined for the purpose. They were each ' hung
at a whyte silk riband' (Balfour, Historical Works ii (1824), 201).
6
Briot's many months in Scotland in 1631-3 are overlooked by Brooke, Eng. Coins, p. 204, and
subsequent writers.
6
Letters, ii. 692-3.
7
Nat. Library of Scotland; Antiquaries' MSS., 2106. i, a two-page document which will be
published in full in the Scottish Historical Review.
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1634-6
On 26 February 1634 the king authorized the minting of another 1,500 stone
and the Council's warrant was issued in March. 1 On 3 April the king entrusted
the minting again to Briot at his own request' by reasones of the charges and
paynes susteined by himselff at first in establisching the work and fabrik of
the coynage'. The rates and conditions were to be the same, and he was to
hasten to Scotland to put a beginning to the work. 2 He was there in June when
payment of accounts submitted was authorized by the king.3
No time limit was set for the minting, but the earl was anxious for larger
and better assured payments. This can be deduced from the summary' Articles
to be condiscended betuixt the Kingis Maiestie and my Lord Stirling' dated
26 August. 4 These resulted in a royal letter (18 September) embodied in an
Act of the Privy Council (4 December) ' for the further securitie and satisfactioune of the erle of Stirline or such as he sail bargane with . . . anent the
said benefite for his releiffe'. 5 In these the earlier grants are confirmed, with
mention of a previous royal debt of £6,000 sterling incurred by James VI,6
now also to be met from the turners. In addition authority is given for a further 6,000 stone of copper money, and even ' for continewing of the coynage
(after the full perfytting of the said sax thousand stone) from yeere to yeere
for the accustomed quantitie as wes coyned these twa yeeres past, and that
during the whole tyme yitt to runne of his patent'. For further security,
curiously thought necessary, a long formal contract between the king and
Lord Stirling was prepared going over all the ground again.7
Reference was made in the Articles to preventing ' of vnnecessair charges
and of lettis and hindrances quhilkis in tymes bygaine hes beine maid be the
present official's of the cunyiehous'. There had been quite recent trouble too,
for on 1 July the Treasurers were instructed ' to convene the officiers of his
maiestie's cunyiehous before them and to command them in the Counsell's
name to suffer and permit Mr. Briot and his servants to work the copper coyne
in maner as the same wes formerlie wrought'. 8 So by the Contract all but one
of the officers were to be ' dischairged of all melling with the coynage of the
said copper coyne'. A further difficulty met, and presumably overcome, was
that the Scottish 'Customeris' stopped 'for further custome and impost. . .
copper plate for the fabrication of copper money', bought by Briot in England
as arranged in the Articles and in the royal letter of April 1634, and on which
duty had been paid there.9
The king and his Council were from autumn 1634 greatly concerned about
counterfeit tokens that might be made in Scotland or imported. It was first
ordered that one-half the benefit from fines should go to the warrant holders,
but this was quickly altered to ' our owin [use] as we shal be pleased to dispose
of it'. 10 The country was said to be in a manner filled with the false coins and
1

2
3
C-P ii. 37-38.
Letters ii. 729.
Ibid., p. 769.
5
C-P ii. 103.
Ibid.., pp. 39-40.
6
To repay losses on the first attempt to colonize Nova Scotia: incurred but apparently not paid
in 1623. Letters, i. p. xviii.
' Draft 'Information to Mr. James Gordoun' [Keeper of the Signet], Jan. and Mar. 1635:
8
C-P ii. 103-5.
R.P.C.S. 1635-5, p. 292.
8
10
Letters, ii. 841, Mar. 1635.
Ibid., pp. 781-2, 7 and 13 Oct. 1634.
4
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with English farthings and Holland doits and doubles, against which diligent
inquiry was to be made. 1
By August 1635 the consideration that had been given for years to the
current gold and silver authorized in 1625—still being issued occasionally,
though probably in small amounts—and to the problems raised by the import
and export of coin aggravated by the scarcity of Scottish specie, resulted in a
decision by the Privy Council to make Briot Master of the Edinburgh Mint,
in addition to being chief engraver in London. 2 He was sworn in on 7 August
but it took exactly two years, though he was in Edinburgh at various times in
1636 and 1637, for the appointment to become effective.3 There resulted, however, first the silver issue of 1636, which had to be hammered owing to difficulties raised by the native mint staff,4 several milled patterns that year, and then
the gold and silver milled coins of 1637 onwards. The actual production of
turners was now probably rather beneath Briot's notice, but the king's commendation when sending him to the Privy Council in summer 1635 instructed
the Council not only to hear evidence on the reformation of gold and silver,
but on 'diverse complaints made anent the copper coyne', the issue of which
was to be continued meantime.5 The blame for 'the hurt and prejudice following' upon the 'great quantitie of copper moneyes now current within this
kingdome' was officially placed on importers, in an Act dated 12 September
1636.6 But opposition to the official issue must be taken as a factor that, in
conjunction with the mint's new activity, slowed considerably the production
of turners; for the second 1,500 stone (nominally 9,216,000 coins per thousand)7 took over a year longer than the first.
One source of counterfeits, with a vivid picture of how the official turners
were put into circulation in their heyday, is given by a contemporary. 8
Ther wer aboundance more carryd in unto Scottland from Machlyne9 and other
places. . . . For some tyme no money was to be seen almost but Tumors, which for
ease of the receipt, were putt in many little baggs and this way compted in dollars.
The merchants did hurt the countrey much by this meanes, for some of the wealthyer
sort did buy them from Sir William Alexanders factors by weight in barrells and
entysed the ruder sorte of people to chaunge them for silver coyne, giving to the
1

C-P ii. 40-43, Dec. 1634-Mar. 1635, including a proclamation dated 17 Feb.
Ibid., pp. 45-46.
3
C-P i. clxxviii-clxxxii.
4
Burns's suspicion, on p. 447, that Charles Dickesone maliciously spoilt the King's head on
these coins, for which Briot had provided the portrait puncheons, rests on the fact that the heads
are 'totally blurred as if the dies had been sunk from old worn-out puncheons' or as I. H. Stewart
puts it (in The Scottish Coinage (1955), p. 106) 'the portrait is usually of a blurred appearance even
when the rest of the coin is sharp'. The charge is, however, probably unjust, although no love can
have been lost between the two men. Specimens on which the head is rather better than usual, e.g.
Burns, fig. 1001, are indeed blurred by slight double-striking. But the larger coins, at any rate, of
the previous issue show that this was normal. The total blurring of the head alone can also be
seen on that and other earlier issues, as Burns, figs. 998-9, 983, &c., and is due to the marked convexity of the coins' obverse being greater than is normal to hammered coins, with the result that
the head projects and has got worn while the legend has been protected. This was evidently an
inherent weakness in the Scottish mint's technique. Similarly the uneven lettering on the silver
pieces dated 1632 and 1633 compares very unfavourably with that on the turners.
5
C-P ii. 44.
« Ibid., p. 54.
' There were 16 oz. to the Scots lb., and 16 lb. to the stone; C-P i. lxxxii.
8
J. Gordon of Rothiemay, History of Scots Affairs (Spalding Club, 1841), iii. 88.
0
Malines in Belgium.
2
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poorer sort some few Tumors of gaine, according to the worth of the silver piece
that they exchaunged with them.

1637-9
Particularly in view of the new issue of silver, there could be by 1637 'a just
feare . . . of suche ane infinite and endlesse quantitie of copper coyne as might
proue afterward vselesse to havers of it when the countrie sould come to be
furnished with siluer coynes'. 1 With this no doubt in mind a committee of the
Privy Council met Lord Stirling's son in February to discuss ' the coyning of
some copper money being in the coynehous'. 2 In consequence the warrant
for the 6,000 stone, intended to follow the second 1,500, was in May altered
by Charles to one for 1,800 stone only, a quantity which had been 'readie and
prepared for the printing' before the matter was queried.3 That even this was
thought in some influential quarter to be an insufficient reduction may be
assumed from a sentence in a royal letter to the Council dated 2 August: 'as
tuiching the copper moneyes, we having at late by our letters signified our
pleasure at length, we will you to see the same settled accordinglie'. 4
But it is unlikely that all, or even nearly all, this final 1,800 stone was issued.
An even slower rate of issue will have resulted from the start of the milled
silver that summer, to which some of Briot's staff were no doubt transferred.
In addition opposition to the turners probably grew: work on them was
indeed suspended for a few days at least by order of the Privy Council in
December 1637, when the Keeper of the Signet was to 'exhibite the warrants
concerning that bussines'. 5 With the First Bishops' War in spring 1639 and
the coming to power of the Covenanters, Lord Stirling's profits presumably
ceased entirely and further minting is improbable, for as one of them wrote
he was 'extremely hated of all the countrey' for several reasons including
'overwhelming us with his Black money'. 6
The committee of Parliament called the Articles gave considerable thought
to 'remedeing the evill of the present abundance of' copper money. On 16 September 1639 it decided that strikers of counterfeits should be punished with
death, and that this or lesser penalties according to circumstances should be
applied to importers; it also 'ordains each estate to speik apart vpon the
valew quhairunto turnouris ar to be decryed'. 7 On 19 September it 'appointis
all mylned tumors . . . to pass only for ane pennie'. 8 On the 30th it considered
an Act 'discharging' [forbidding] the coining of copper money or changing
the value of money without advice of Parliament. 9 Then on 22 October the
Barons presented an A c t ' anent the turnouris and thair crying downe to ane
halfe pennie'. This was discussed at length next day, 'and refuised, and the
act formerlie made [16 Sept.]... to stand with this additioune that all coyning
of turnouris heirefter be dischargit except at the intrinsik valew with deductione of the coynage [costs] '.10 Thus the Stirling issue was formally terminated.
1

2
C-P ii. 58.
Ibid., p. 57.
Ibid., pp. 57-58. One of the reasons given for continuing the turners was that Lord Stirling
had bargained 'with merchants or others for his more speedie injoying of the benefite intended by
ws to him in the said copper coyne, which would turne now heavilie to his prejudice . . .'.
4
6
R.P.C.S. 1635-7, p. 505.
C-P ii. 63.
6
7
Robert Baillie, Letters and Journals (1841 ed.), i. 77.
C-P ii. 4.
8
9
10
Acts of Parliaments of Scotland, v (1870), 599.
C-P. ii. 5.
Ibid., p. 5.
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The Privy Council then turned its attention to the subject, and on 2 November published an Act making death the only penalty for the import of any of
the ' great quantitie of counterfoote tumours quhilks promiscuouslie hes had
course with the others'. 1 In the same Act it tried in its turn to reduce, by
decree, the official turners to one penny Scots—but they were restored to
twopence five days later, after a protest from the burgh of Edinburgh that
'the losse will ly heavie vpon the poore who both to burgh and land [countryside] have the most part of thir tumours in thair hands'. 2 It may be noted that
the proposed devaluation applied specifically to the ' tumours of late printed
and strickin'. The force of this is made clear by Spalding 'Vpon the second
day of November King Charles turnouris, stricken be the Erll of Striviling,
by virtue of the Kingis gift wes, be proclamatioun at the cross of Edinbrugh,
cryit doun fra tua penneis to ane penny; King James turnouris to pass for tua
penneis, becauss they war no less worth; and the kaird [tinker] turnouris
simpliciter dischairgit as false cungzie. Bot this proclamatioun wes schortlie
recallit becaus there wes no other money passing to mak change, and so wes
sufferit to pas for tuo penneis for a tyme.' 3
It was, however, all a warning to those that could to unload their turners.
By April 1640 Spalding, referring to a meeting of Covenanters (to whom he
was opposed) remarks, 'bot now they wold give nothing, penny nor half
penny, for King Charles turnouris, bot King James turnouris onlie should
pass. Quairby all chenge and tred [trade] was takin away throw want of
current money, becaus thir slicht turnouris wes the onlie money almost passing
throw all Scotland'. 4 In October 1641 there was an experiment at the mint in
melting down old copper 'viz the Stirling turners'. 5 Finally in February 1642,
when a new issue of turners at lOf pieces per oz. was ordered, the Stirling
turners were officially demonetized, with effect from 20 March 1642: and to
anyone that brought to the mint' the said copper coyne thus discharged, that
the maister sail be oblidged to give thame threttene shillings Ad. money of this
realme for the pund weight thairof', 6 which had formerly had a face value of
9 6s.
THE

COINS

Their insignificant appearance, low relief, and corrodibility sufficiently
explain why the 1632-9 copper turners are not numerous in collections and
often represented by poor specimens, although approaching 40 million of
them must have been officially minted. Their low intrinsic and even nominal
value during the short period of currency cannot have encouraged hoarding.
The small hoards known to have been found in 1942 and before 1900 were
insufficiently recorded, and have since been dispersed or lost.7 In 1955, however, 128 found in the wall of an old farm at Pow, Stromness, Orkney, were
1

2
C-P ii. 66.
Ibid., p. 66.
J. Spalding, Troubles in Scotland (Spalding Club, 1850), i. 235. The first issue Charles I turners
were probably in practice not distinguishable from his father's last issue.
4
5
6
Ibid., p. 263.
C-P i. lxi.
Ibid. ii. 67 and 68.
7
P.S.A.S. 1942-3, pp. 191-2: Brimmond, Aberdeen, 46 turners with 31 other coins all probably
earlier; ibid., 1905-6, p. 367: Loch Dochart Castle, Perthshire, 87 turners by themselves—7 that
survive span varieties 3 to 38/39.
3
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in a notably good state of preservation. As they happen to include a majority
of the varieties either published or subsequently examined, they have provided
a basis for a study aimed at discovering by typology the sequence of the
varieties.1 This began by working back from the group that was the freshest,
but the starting-point and development was not clear till attention was turned
from the mint-marks and the various shapes of crown to more or less accidental features of the thistle leaves on the reverse. In the middle of the series
order was achieved by noting the deterioration and replacement of the punches
for a few of the letters; but such minuteness of arrangement has not been
attempted in other parts.
Table I, together with pis. ix-x, shows the distinctions and arrangement
achieved, which will be explained as briefly as possible with some attention
drawn to uncertainties that remain. The crowns provide the four major
groupings, within which varieties are mainly distinguished by mint-marks.
Through the kindness of a number of museums, collectors, and firms, the
inquiry went beyond the turners in the National Museum of Antiquities, yet the
total sample readily available is too small to allow more than very limited deductions about the frequency of the varieties. The only documentary evidence
is that placing the silver pattern farthing PI. IX, 0* before the C 11 R turners.
Crown I has the 'English' arrangement—a central cross patee flanked by
fleurs-de-lis2—while the others have a central lis. This, along with the otherwise quite different' English' crown on the pattern, suggests that Briot started
with the crown which was familiar to him in England and turned later to what
he discovered was accepted in Scotland as its distinctive version: it goes back
there to 1558, but was also used occasionally in England on the coins of
Elizabeth Tudor. Where the 'English' crown occurs on the later silver and
gold coins of Briot and Falconer, and on the rare variety of Coronation medal,
it is on the king's head, and possibly from English portrait puncheons or
copies of them.
There was fortunately in the Pow hoard one coin, PI. IX, 1, which had the
obverse normal to Group I and on the reverse the same thistle as the pattern,
to which small lozenge stops and some of its letters are further links. The
thistle leaves of the other coins are far less neat and more deeply serrated; on
these, long sharp tips, PI. IX, 3, C and D, 1 proved impracticable, broke
off sooner or later, and were not repeated by the punch-makers, although a
curved left tip was long repeated, PI. IX, 3, D and E. The only marked variation from the normal size of flan, a coin 1 mm. larger, has leaves type C, but
most other features are unfortunately destroyed by double striking.
Most Group I coins have as mint-mark on the reverse a rosette of dots,
similar to the earlier variety of the anemone on Briot's Tower coins,3 PI. IX,
1 and 3 ; this is the commonest variety of turner, though only a close second
in the Pow hoard. A lozenge as reverse mint-mark on Group I is usually
accompanied by a coarsely serrated thistle leaf, PI. IX, 5 B, while the shapes
of the M and N and the spelling 1N P V N E point back to the silver pattern,
1

A preliminary account appeared in P.S.A.S. 1955-6, pp. 113-17. Two additional turners and
one forged turner came to light in 1958.
2
Poor specimens misled Burns into calling this a crown of 5 lis, his No. 7.
3
B.N.J. 1955-6, p. 374.
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and the stops flanking C 11 R are lozenges, so that this might be thought an
early variety. However, one specimen, complete with little obverse lozenges,
is known with Crown II, PL. IX, 8*, and the variety must go at the end of the
Group to link with the first reverse lozenge mint-marks of Group II.
On the other hand two coins with Crown I obverse and other reverse
mint-marks are doubtless mules making use of old obverse dies, Pl. IX, 6 : in
one case the obverse mint-mark has almost certainly had stamped over it an
anemone of Group III.
Crown II is of the same design as I, but with the Scottish arrangement of
crosses and lis, and with the jewels increased from 5 to 7. Nearly simultaneously with the change the thistle leaves revert to the main type, and the
dots or lozenges flanking C II R are dropped once and for all. Evidently
some redesigning of this central feature was soon felt necessary, and alternatives were tried out. One has a very small C R, and with this went smaller
letters in the legends, another has a tall central 11, and a third has the C R
larger than either but still medium-sized (if we look forward to Group III).
The first two forms are found with reverse mint-mark lozenge, PL. I X , 1 0 , 1 1 ,
and also small star, PL. I X , 1 2 , 1 3 ; only small letters have been noted on small
star reverses. One example of tall 11 obverse has a reverse with what appears
to be a large star, which may well be later, PL. IX, 25. All three forms occur
with a five-petalled rose which on worn coins is most easily distinguished
from a rosette by the absence of a central dot, P I . I X , 1 5 - 1 7 . The order of the
varieties is quite uncertain and more than one may have been current at once.
At least with the rose mint-mark there is sometimes found a further minor
variation of left thistle leaf, PL. IX, 16 F, which from then on ran simultaneously with E.
The weights of varieties 1-17, as shown in Table II, range very widely and
provide no defence on the charge made against the 1632 turners by the mint
officials.
Crown III. The most perplexing and interesting part of the study was to
discover and account for the position of a third group, which intruded itself
into Group II. Its crown is distinctive and clearly intended to be so. Like that
of the pattern farthing it is wide and has plain arches, but it is a ' Scottish'
crown. With it goes an exceptional and deliberate change from the constant
obverse lozenge mint-mark, which is replaced (except on variety 20) by an
anemone, such as is sometimes called a daisy or just 'flower', P L I X , 1 9 - 2 4 .
The anemone also appears on the reverse, unless dies of other groups are
used. Muling in fact is a feature of this group; relatively numerous specimens
comprise four reverse mint-marks. Unusual additional privy-marks occur in
this group. The presence or absence of a dot under the anemone is straightforward, though often hard to verify. More curious is the presence of a
lozenge within, on, or almost obscured by the lower curve of the central C,
and sometimes of another on the rear leg of the R, PL IX, 24*; this does not
seem to be an early feature in the group. Occasionally the distinctive obverse
die has been omitted, and an anemone reverse used with a Crown I or Crown II
obverse; in the former case, variety 7 as already noted, the lozenge mint-mark
has, it seems, been overstruck with an anemone.
This muling allows Group III to be placed after the rose mint-mark, but
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before other Group II varieties yet to be described, which are not so muled.
Some confirmation of this conclusion is obtained from a small hoard, in poor
condition, found in 1954 in a bog at Cappanagh, Co. Antrim, for as shown in
Table I its thirty-four turners do not go beyond variety 21.
Though the whole issue of turners was under Briot's charge, the anemone
mint-mark, even more than the lozenge, points directly to him, for it was his
choice for most of his Tower coins of summer 1632,1 also used for his Scottish
305. pieces in 1637. New letter punches were used for Group Ill's own dies,
which suggests that when it started not only was distinctiveness aimed at, but
the existing punches were not available. Such a situation may well have occurred after the official seizure of the stock of turners in December 1632.2
Lord Stirling certainly, and the king also, will not have wanted minting to
cease. Yet for any continuation some personal guarantee by Briot of a satisfactory standard would have been required, and it would have been as well
for coins so guaranteed to be easily distinguishable. The weights of Group III
in the Pow hoard have a wide scatter, particularly below standard, but also
include a good proportion close above the official weight—see Table II. As
the root cause of the seizure was the hostility of the permanent mint officials,
who had authority over the punches and dies,3 these may at first have been
withheld along with the turners, though it would have been difficult to continue to do so legally; once 'the irons' were returning muling would have
kept up output without time being wasted on more die-making when the
workshop was busy with medals. Group III may thus be assigned to the first
half of 1633. The accounts of autumn 16334 do not indeed show any interruption of minting at all, but they openly count 2 0 | months as 21 and by the time
they were drawn up bygones were probably treated as bygones.
Group II recommenced. One would imagine, if the above argument is sound,
that the anemone series would cease on Briot's departure in June or July.
Certainly Crown III was dropped before long, and with it the daisy and the
form of the C R. The latter reverts to the medium size of variety 17, and
a guide to the relative positions of varieties 26-30 compared with 31-32 is
given by the punches for the C R becoming defective. The earlier reverse
mint-marks may be perhaps called the cinquefoil series, though a defective
cinquefoil is the commonest and there are several others to which it is hard
to put names, PI. IX-X, 25-29. A coin with a rough star, PL IX, 25, has already
been mentioned: if it belongs to this series it is the only example of a re-used
tall 11 obverse. Towards the end of the series a crack develops in the central C
punch and that for the central R loses the front half of the rear-leg serif,
PI. X, 31b. These defects are found on many Crown II turners with a lozenge
mint-mark on both sides, PI. X, 32 and 34, which must therefore follow varieties 25-31 and be sharply differentiated from varieties 10-11. It seems possible
that the 'cinquefoil series' concluded the first 1,500 stone in later summer and
autumn 1633 and that the new lozenge reverse began with 1634.
The latter seems to have been minted in greater quantity than most varieties, for it is the commonest in the Pow hoard and well represented elsewhere.
The frequent use of defective letter punches allows some subdivision, and it
1
3

B.N.J. 1955-6 cit. where it is called 'daisy'.
Supra, p. 131.

2
4

Supra, p. 132.
Supra, p. 133.
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was carried to such lengths that in the legends not only was a P, or R lacking
its foreleg, disguised by a stroke added on the die, but an old and itself defective R punch used with Crown I (Pl. IX, 3) was resuscitated for a short time,
Pl. X, 32e and 34b. Small letters, E and S, probably from varieties 12 and 15,
also reappear.
During this time, as is shown by the form of R just mentioned and by the
defective letters of the central C R, there was produced a variety that replaced
by trefoils the three lozenges otherwise invariably under the C 11 R, and that
had the same trefoil as obverse mint-mark, PI. X, 33*. It has hitherto been
supposed, from the rarity of the obverse trefoils, that this was an initial
variety of 1632-9 turner. While this can now be shown not to be so, no explanation can be offered for the change, which was shortlived: perhaps it
should go immediately before variety 32e, since its old R maintains the rear leg
intact (as on 34b which may be a die re-used slightly later) while on 32e half
of it appears to have been lost. Variety 33 was not present in the Pow hoard.
Another change soon followed, in which the lozenges were kept but a beaded
inner ring replaced the continuous ring on the reverse, Pl. X, 34a. Before the
obverse followed suit (Pl. X, 36) a new set of letter punches were put into use,
both for the legends and the central C R, PI. X, 35. It may be that the change
of rings was influenced by those introduced in England to distinguish the
Maltravers farthings of mid-1634, in which case a terminus post quern is given,
but one would not have thought that any recognized assimilation to farthings
prohibited in Scotland would have been encouraged, and in any case beaded
inner rings were normal on the Scottish coinage before 1637.
The turners reverted to the continuous inner ring, first on the reverse,
Pl. X, 37, and then on both sides, Pl. X, 38, and with the first of these alterations a saltire with dot over it became the reverse mint-mark. Even more
noticeable is the introduction, for the first time since the issue began, of a
really different form of thistle,' G', which has symmetrically placed leaves and
a straight stem. Such marked changes may denote something more than, say,
a temporary turning of Briot's personal attention to turners again, so it is
tempting to suppose that the 1,800 stone begun in 1637 commenced at this
point. On the other hand varieties 32-36 (or perhaps 30-36) may not seem
quite sufficient for the whole of the second 1,500 stone compared with 1-31
for the first 1,500. There are, however, not many more varieties left to take up
the reasonably substantial fraction of the 1,800 stone needed to cover 1637-9.
It may be noticed that from the last stages of the reverse mint-mark lozenge
series, variations and errors in spelling and punctuation become common in
the legends and that these include A N - for A N G v The average weight of the
coins seems also to have been deteriorating. These variations continue, and
AN* becomes standard with the next change, in which the obverse lozenge is
replaced by the same saltire-and-dot as that on the reverse, a relatively common variety, Pl. X, 39.
Crown IV. As frequent in the Pow hoard as the saltire-and-dot series are
turners with a new, more rigidly schematized, Scottish crown, a different set of
letter punches, and the thistle shown in Pl. X, 40 H, the leaves of which are
set more like those of the earlier varieties than 'thistle G'. On some the mintmarks are like variety 39 but with no dot above the saltires, Pl. X, 40; on
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others there are echoes from early Groups—-lozenge and anemone, but with
all petals of equal thickness, PI. X, 41, and lozenge and rosette, Pl. X, 42.
With the last variety the spelling ANG reasserts itself.
Group IV turners are badly below standard weight and all contain more or
less gross variations in spelling and punctuation; there is no longer a central
compass dot from a setting-out circle (seen also on token farthings1) and the
inner circle may be oval; with one possible exception no die or punch links
to previous varieties have been noted, such as have confirmed the main sequence so far. They might therefore be regarded as forgeries. Yet the sample
available is very small, and the degeneration noticed in varieties 36-39 is only
accentuated. Even the spelling I A C E S S of variety 42 is led up to by an
example of 39 which seems to have L A C E S S E T , and the rectangular beads of
the outer circles commence already in variety 37. If counterfeit they ought
not to be earlier than that variety. The crown is no more a caricature of the
earlier ones than is the certainly official thistle ' I T o n which thistle ' G ' is
an improvement. The careful triangular ends of the saltire mint-marks are
just like those of the saltire-and-dot mint-marks, and indeed they seem to be
from the same punch. Lastly, the lettering remains good, and all other turners
that can be considered forgeries are much inferior. For these reasons Group IV
turners may be considered, until there is definite evidence to the contrary,
part of the last 1,800 stone of die official issue. Those in the Pow hoard are in
mint condition.
Minting
technique.
The English Richmond farthing tokens were milled in
a rotating machine that impressed nine separate pairs of dies on to a strip,2
but the form of machine for the Scottish turners is uncertain. Sir James Hope
described the machinery for silver coins, which he saw in the mint in 1639.3
The smaller silver blanks would seem to have been cut out one at a time in the
screw cutting press that he sketched,4 worked by a relatively short horizontal
tor. They were impressed in a similar machine, with a flat round 'die. 'The
blanks for the large silver were cut oval and then "did receave thair impressione suceessivelie, by the quhilk theywer forced to the bread and so wer maid
roond i
The forme of thair stamp is the portion© or sectione of a cylinder
on both $yds\ The curvature of some Scottish, and York, pieces resulting
from such a process was remarked on by Miss Farquhar. 5 The nipping of the
edges as coins went in and eanie out from between the cylinders can also be
observed; and at sometimes seems that the blank was not fed in. the right way,
s© that the oval shape was accentuated instead of being made round. In a
mote of the cast of m a d u n o y for Briot (March 1638)® a. little hand press cost
£18 (sterling 7), two great hand presses £140, and three Staey presses also
£140: the latter may probably have had a screw with a long horizontal handle;
for swey is the momml! Scots word for a fire-place crane; it is known, however,
ate© to have tam wised for a l e w , and the rather rough Spanish rocking
MechamML described by .Sir George HHP wm actuated by a l e w . To remedy
thecylndere" tendency to produce curved pieces Briot is known to have used

mmj, m mm, im.
* C-JP ii. taJk and wEMSiaal fltastttaiifeaK,
* SwJbf waft
a
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a horse-driven flattening mill in France, but the soft pieces would have flattened in use and there is no evidence for its use in Edinburgh. 1 Neither is there
evidence for the use of power in the Scottish mint (water, wind, animal, or
treadmill), though admittedly there are gaps in the information, such as the
absence of the description of the rotary press promised by Sir James Hope. 2
By analogy with the small silver, one might suppose that the turners were
cut out and then stamped in a flat screw press one by one, as in the French
illustration of 1692 reproduced by Cochran-Patrick. 3 Yet it can be seen that
some of the Pow hoard were cut after stamping, because the edge is turned
slightly by a blunt cutter; this is noticeable particularly, but not only, in
Group IV, which is too fresh to have been flattened by wear. Further, a coin
of variety 40 has on it part of the ring of another coin. More interesting perhaps, Pl. X, 32c, which like many others of Groups I—III is not well centred,
shows outside the outer ring a single dot, just like that between coins on the
strip of Richmond farthings already cited, but at '4 o'clock' on the obverse.
It has a truncation due to being too close to the edge of the blank, again not
uncommon. Further, striations visible on it and many of the Pow coins interfere with the design in a way that shows either, or both, the stamping and
cutting to have involved passing the blank through rollers. They are, as
normally, at right angles to the truncation; but this shows that the dots, if
there was a row of them, were not on the axis of movement of a strip passing
lengthwise through a machine.4 The die-axes are various, most constantly 0°
in Group IV; that of Pl. X, 32c is 270°.
Some striations on other examples are partly interrupted by the relief, and
so must be the result of the rolling of the metal blanks: 5 the pressure of the
stamping was insufficient to remove the marks. Other marks on the Pow coins
are evidently due to the frequent use of rusty and sometimes cracked dies,
which has occasionally helped to establish the order of varieties.
It is possible that the change from thistle leaves type C - F to G (and H)
marks the introduction of a single punch for leaves (with stem) instead of a pair.
There is a note dated 1641 on the relative efficiency of hammering and
milling:0
I t e m t h a t t h i s w a y of c o i n a g e by t h e m y l n e press a n d swey is a g r e a t deall m o r e
d i s p a t c h e i n g , b o t m o r e expensive t h e n t h e v t h e r b y f o r g e i n g a n d striking with t h e
h a m e r , f o r h e i r t h e y r o n s a r e m o r e subject t o b r a k e i n g a n d d e f a c e i n g t h e n t h e v t h e r
w a y a n d t h e m i l n e v a r i e c h a r g e a b l e t o m e n t e a n e , b o t t h a t this w a s a n e e x t r a o r d i n a r i e
b r a v e w a y f o r c o i n i n g of t h e Stirling c o p e r m o n i e q u h i c h r e q u y r e d g r e a t d i s p a t c h
a n d c o u l d n o t h a v e b e e n d o n e t h e o r d i n a r e w a y f o r triple m o r e c h a r g e s , f o r o f
b e f o r e t h e r e w a s ever t h r e e yeirs allotted t o t h e c o i n a g e of 500 s t a n e of c o p p e r a n d
b y t h e m y l n e a n d t h i s w a y [? s h o u l d r e a d ' t h e s w e y ' ] t h e y w o u l d p u t t 1,000 s t a n e
t h r o w t h e y r o n s i n t h e yeire.
T h i s r a t e o f s a y 3 , 0 0 0 t u r n e r s a d a y is u n l i k e l y t o h a v e b e e n m a i n t a i n e d a f t e r
t h e first 1 , 5 0 0 s t o n e — s e e a b o v e , p . 1 3 5 — b u t is n o t h i g h c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e
p o s s i b l e r a t e o f m i l l i n g g u i n e a s singly, r e c o r d e d b y a visitor t o t h e T o w e r in
1676, n a m e l y t w e n t y - s i x i n o n e m i n u t e . 7
1
A mint 12s. piece from the Fisberrow hoard is very curved.
1
* C-P i. Lx.
* Ibid. i. lii.
Sec p. 145. n. 2.
5
A sketch of 'the rollers of yrne for drawing of metalls to Ienth and thinnes' is included in Sir
7
James Hope's papers, C-P i. Ik.
' Ibid. i. xxxi.
Seaby's Bulletin, 1958, p. 56.
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THE

COUNTERFEITS

The collector of the Pow hoard had also got four farthing tokens of which
two at least were false, but he managed to avoid all but four certainly forged
turners. In this he differed from modern collectors, nearly one third of whose
specimens are from the counterfeiters. Three types are common.
The first has a crown that is small and neat but indifferent to the shape of
lis and so on, PL X, Sla-c*. Its thistle has a clumsy flower and weak leaves,
and the lettering is coarse, irregularly placed, the N's almost always reversed.
This type bears a considerable number o f ' mint-marks' and combinations of
them: in an incomplete survey the following have been noted. Obv. Three
fleurs-de-lis (3 variations), lion (2 variations), lozenge, two trefoils opposed,
large trefoil. Rev. Hollow square (commonest), three fleurs-de-lis, lion.
A second type has a large crown readily distinguished by the series of
horizontal lines in its lower part, PI. X, S2*. The lettering and spelling is
worse, with S reversed though N correct. Its mint-marks are small crosses.
The third frequent type has a large and elaborate, fanciful, crown, small and
rather more careful lettering and spelling, and lozenge mint-marks, PI. X, S3*.
Several other types of forgeries may also be illustrated, PI. X, S4*-7. The
first is particularly well made and imitates the lozenge-and-rosette mint-marks,
but has a poor crown and thistle. Another has prominent crosses in the crown.
The next is a specimen stamped before cutting out with badly opposed dies.
(This might occur more readily if hammered in strips or milled; certainly
forgers a generation later in Moldavia were making milled strips of false
Swedish coins.)1 The last is one of two similar very careless counterfeits only
noted in the Pow hoard. The one shown has been cut out of a narrow strip
causing two opposed truncations.
In general it may be noted that the impression gained from the records that
counterfeits became a menace mainly in the later years of the official issue is
borne out by the absence of imitations with a dot on either side of C 11 R
(Group I) or of the broad shape of Crown III. PI. X, S4* looks like an imitation of Group IY's last variety. The occasional use in the most frequent type
of forgery of a colon at the end of the reverse, I ACESS:, and the frequency
of that spelling in general, can be interpreted in the same way.
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TABLE I

A
m

Silver pattern 3d., 1631.
CAR • D : G • MAG • B R I T • FR • E T • HIB • R
N E M O • ME • I N P V N E • L A C E S S I T

BM
NMA

Plate (* = not
from Pow H.)

Other exx. seen
B = Burns No.

No. in Cappanagh Hoard

Weight range
in grs.

Lettering or spelling peculiarities, and notes

No. in Pow H.
L = die link
D = die identity

+ •

Rev. thistle and
leaf-types on
Pl. IX-X

0

Obverse features

Mint-marks

*

Variety No.

Crown

Varieties of' Stirling' Turners, based on the Pow Hoard

IX. 0*

Copper Id., 1632-9.
CAR • D : G • S C O T • ANG • FR • E T • HIB • R
N E M O • ME • I M P V N E • L A C E S S E T

i

1

• CuRt

2

•

•

or

3

•

4
5

• •

•

A

HIB • R* Some letters, but not M, like silver pattern.
Small loz. stops? Inner ring not continuous over
wide-top flower.

1

11-5

Nil

Inner ringas 1. Wide-top flower from different punch.

Nil

C straight
tips
D curved
1. tip
E top of
r. tip lost

R in legend with convex foreleg which becomes defective; or other Rs mostly with rather long foreleg.
1HIBR

17
+ 1?

15-4
-9-1

15

C?

Ends of central C 'barbed', long foreleg R.

1

11-5

Nil

B deep
serration

As 4. M like silver pattern.

1
+ 1?

13-3
-10-2

IPVNE • LACESSETINPVNE

a

\

A'(fl)
C (lvs)

1
1

IX. 1

—

1

3?

43
(B. 7)

IX.

3
3 c
3 d
3 E

1
3

(2 IN)

IX. 5*

b

F

Obv. as 5; rev. punches as 16. Mule; both dies defective.

1

16-6

1

7

•

E

Obv. as 4 but mint-mark overstruck. Mule; see 19
and 21.

Nil

1

8

• •

B

As 5.

Nil

Nil

B

Crown not certain; C11 R as 8 but no side points.

Nil

2

9

No more
points in
future

Plate (* = not
from Pow H.)

Other exx. seen
B = Burns No.

No. in Cappanagh Hoard

Weight range
in grs.

No. in Pow H.
L = die link
D = die identity

Rev. thistle and
leaf-types on
Pl. IX-X

Obverse features

Mint-marks

Variety No.

Crown

6

Lettering or spelling peculiarities, and notes

IX. 6

—

4
(B. 8a)

IX. 8*

II
10

Small CR

Small letters on obv.

1

14-2

Nil

1

IX. 10

11

Large 11

E

Two kinds of M.

3

11-5
-8-2

1

4

IX. 11

Small CR

E

Small letters both sides.

2

8-6
-13-0
(14-6)

Nil

3

IX. 12

12

• *

(Star mint-marks are known plain, pierced, and with
raised centre).
13

Large 11

14

Med. CR

15
16

• *

E&F

Small letters on rev.

+ 1?
(or 15)
Nil

E

Small letters on both sides.

Large 11

E
Two kinds of M, diff. from 11.
F double 1 loz. in field to 1. of thistle head.
tip 1. leaf

1
(+1?)
4

(2 coins, obv.*]

Nil

2

Nil

1?

10-5

Nil

5

IX. 15

21-7
[s/c]
—10-7

1

5
(B. 6)

IX. 16

Nil

Small CR

(1 • • • S I T )

IX. 13*

Ms as 11.
1 loz. in rev. field.

3

15-1
-11-5

Nil

Large 11

Obv. as 16, rev. as 19 and 20. Mule.

1

13-4

1

Large CR E

New letter punches throughout ? Foreleg of central
R may cross ring.
1 obv. (die rusty) loz. within central C.

5
(2D)

13-5
-7-6

1

20

Loz. projecting from curve of central C.
1 rusty and worn dies.

2 D

15-2
-13-2

21a

2 with rev. M as 16. Mule.

3

13-7
-13-4

21 b

In centre, loz. on C and on rear leg of R. Mule.

3D L

15-5
-12-7

17

Med. CR

18
19

E,F

•

&• l *

24

IX. 20

—

I?)1
4

11-9

Nil

F?

Obv. like 216; rev. small lettering as 12; both dies
rusty. Mule.

1

13-3

Nil

D

Obv. loz. on central C and R; rev. as 3. Mule.

Nil

Nil

1

• *

Large 11

E

Mule?

Nil

26

1

As 17

E

•H1B R Obv. N with no serifs; rev. M as 11 and 17.

2 D

16-2
— 13-2

27

*>

Rev. mint-mark incomplete, M as 26.

1 L
+ 1?

14-4
(11-5)

28

• *

Obv. die same as 27, but cracking.

1 L

13-5

E?

IX. 21a

+ 1?

1 L

25

*

IX. 19
(2 coins)

Obv. same die as 216, but rusty; rev. letters as 10.
Mule.
(Specimen in private coll. obv. without dot below
anemone, L with spec, of 21a).

•

23

5

3
(1 D)
7
(1 D
1 L
B. 10a-A)
1

• •

IX. 17 F
IX. 18

—

+ 1?

•
22

2

IX. 22

IX. 23
IX. 24*

1 (B. 5) IX. 25*
1
—

3
(2
rev.
mintmark
double)

IX. 26
IX. 27
IX. 28
(2 coins, rev.*)

•

Obv. mint-mark, &c., double punched.
M as 30.

tt

30

1

>

E? F?

E&F

Crack develops in central C punch, and central R
loses front half rear-leg serif. Sometimes N has lost
top 1. stroke. 2 D N E M O • ME • ME • (31c).

F

Defective N on both sides.
1 obv. mint-mark double punched.

4

32 b

F

Defective N on one side: scroll-ended N or its
defective forms on other 1 S C O T A N G •

5

32 c

E&F

Scroll N, or defective forms, on both sides. 1 obv.
mint-mark triple punched, C under N of N E M O
and dot outside outer ring. 2 H1B R of which one
LACEssET

9

31

See notes

*

b-c

• •

6
+ 3?
(2D)

F

Defective R - P with added foreleg: cf. 34a.
1 dot to right of thistle.

32e

E

Another defective R in legend: as 3, 33, 346, but
worse.

1

F

Central CR as 31-32, N as 32c-e, R in legend as 32e
but rear-leg complete as on 346 and 3.

Nil

*

•

1

16-9
-10-9
—

12+1?
(B. 4)

180
-10-5

Plate (* = not
from Pow H.)

No. in Cappanagh Hoard

Other exx. seen
B = Burns No.

X. 29

—

i

X. 30
X. 31a
X. 316
(2 coins)
X. 31c*
(rev. only)
X. 32a
(obv. only)
X. 326

20
(B. 8
b-c)

18-5
-9-4

32 d

33

12-6

1)

31a

12a

Weight range
in grs.

No. in Pow H.
L = die link
D = die identity

Rev. thistle and
leaf-types on
Pl. IX-X

Obverse features

Mint-marks

Crown

Variety No.
29

Lettering or spelling peculiarities, and notes

X. 32c

3
(2D)
X. 32e

j
4
(B. 3)

X. 33*

34a

• •

As 31-32

©

346
35

c

ll R

o

36

and

©

37

©

o

38
39

XX

C

„

Rev. inner circle beaded. Defective R as 32d, N as
before.
1 small Es on rev., L A C e S S e T •
1 Hi R • R
1 obv. inner circle, P for R; rev. M E at end.

1

12-3

New letters throughout.
AN • FR • E T • HI • R, L A C E S S E

1

12-0

Beaded both sides, letters as 35.
1 some old letters, ? retouched N on obv. and central
lozenges sideways, rev. N E M O M E ' and L A C ESSET •
1 same obv. die.
1 N E M O M E • and L A C E S E T
1 AN • and HIBE • RE •

4
(2L)

Rectangular beads in outer circles henceforward. Obv.
central C like 38. Rev. continuous inner ring
recommences.
1 S C T • and R •

2

Obv. continuous inner ring recommences.

2

1

AN • regularly henceforward to 42.
1 HIB • R •

1 L A C E S S E T

•

i

X X

H

All letters new, inner rings tend to oval, no central
compass-dot. 1 has part of outer ring of next coin.
2 ( D ) CAR • DC S C O T • A N F R E T H I B R no rev.
stops
1
CAR • D G S C O T A N F R • E T H I B R • no rev.
stops
1
CAR-D:GSCOANFRET-HI • R
NEMO • M E I M P V L A C E S S E T :
1
CAR•DGSCCANFR•ETHIBR
NEMOME I M P V N • L A C E S S E
1
CAR • D G S C O • AN[ ] E T H I B • R
(3 tiny dots below crown)
N E M O [ ]IMPVN - L A C E S S E

X. 34a

1

—

X. 35

2 D

3
X. 36
(B. 9)
HIB-REHIBE-REHIBE-RE

14-0
-11-2

11-4

-1M

A N -

1 outer ring omitted on both sides.
40

12-6
-7-8

Obv. defective R as 33; rev. new N.
NEMOME • INPVNE • LACESSIT

1 HI • R
R

4
(2 L)

6
+ 1?

12-7
-6-9

6
(2 D)

-6-9

10-3

(1

4
HI •

X . 37
R)

4
(1HIBR-)

(2 coins)

X . 38

X. 39 a
24+1?
(1 1 AC?)
B. 11a, c)
5
(B. 11 b
and
B. 12)

X. 40

h

(CAR-D:GSCO-ANFRET-HI-R
NEMO • M E I M P V L A C E S S E T :
CAR-D:G-SCOT-AN-FR-ET-HIB'R
N E M O • ME - I M P V N E • L A C E S S E T )
41

42

S 1-7

Plate (* = not
from Pow H.)

Other exx. seen
B = Burns No.
var.
spell.

4

2(L)

CAR • DC • SCO • AN • F R E T - HI • R
N E M O • ME • I M P V N L A C E S S •
(? L) [ ] 0 • ME • IMPVN • L A C E S S [ ]
1
CAR • DG • SCO • AN • F R - E T • HIR •
(? L) NEMO • ME • IMPVN[ ] A C E S S E :

3 L

• '

2 (L) C A R - D G • SCO • AN • F R - E T - H I R
N E M O • ME • IMPVN • L A C E [ ]
NEMO • ME • IMPVN • L A C E S S [ ]

2 L

• £

2 (L) CAR • D : GSC[ ] A N G F R • ETH • R
NEMOMEIMPVN • lACESS
NEMO • MEIM[ ]N • l A C E S S :
(CAR • D G S C O A N G F R E T I H • R
NEMO • M E I M P V N I A C E S S
CAR•DGSCO•ANGFR•ETH•R
NEMO • MEIMPVN • l A C E S S
[ ]ANG • F R E • T H R
CAR-D:GSCO-ANGFR-ETH-R
NEMO • MEIMPVN • l A C E S S :
CAR • DGSCO • ANGFR • E T H I : R
NEMO • M E I M P V N I A C E S S : )

2 L

Various counterfeits.

No. in Cappanagh Hoard

Weight range
in grs.

No. in Pow H.
L = die link
D = die identity

Rev. thistle and
leaf-types: on
PL IX-X

Obverse features

Mint-marks

Variety No.

Crown

Lettering or spelling peculiarities and notes

10-0
-7-8

11-8
-10-6

X. 41

9

X. 42

var.
spell.

4

8-3
-110

(B. 13-26)

X. S la-S 7
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THE ' S T I R L I N G ' T U R N E R S OF CHARLES I

POW HOARD: WEIGHTS IN GRAINS.

TABLEH

7

varieties

1-5
6, IO—17
18 — 23
26-31
32
34-36
37-39
40-42
S 1,3 8.7

.

8

, S , 10 ,

ii

,

12 s t a n d a r d
J

• 1

• B
•

I

• i
«

•>

•

•

•

J
m

m
m

mm

•

B.

mm •

• •

• 1

•

m
•

•

•

m

,

15

m

,

16

.

17

.

18

.

mm •

m

• • fl • • •
• ••
•

21-7

m

•

•

A
m

.
•

••

14
m

•

•

•
1

•

•

>

